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CandidcLtes are required to give their ans*-ers in their own words

as far os prctctic:able.

Group-A

l. Ansu er auv J'ive questions:

(a) V/hat is meant by a wave packet? Why do we need it?

(b) The life-time of an excited state of an atom is l-0-B s. Calculate the minimum uncefiainty in

tl Le determination of the energy of that excited state. (Given h : 6'6 x 10-34 J. s;

(c) Ir r one dimension the wave function of a parlicle is represented by U(x) = tl or-o*. What is

tlie probability of finding the particle in the region between x : ! and, * = 11

(d) I /hat do you understand by quantum tunnelling? Mention one of its application. 1+ I

(e) S tate the basic assumptions related to the single particle shell model of nucleus.

(t) llention the different types of nuclear reactors. Why do we use a moderator in a nrtclear

r,)actor? 1+1

\ /hat do you mean by 'induced or artificial radioactivity'?

\/hat does the acronym 'LASER' stand tor? What are the 'metastable states'?

Group-B

2. Ansv'er anl ttt'o questions: 5 x2:1 0

(a) (i) Find the probability current density associated with a plane wave Aeik' in one dimension

and verify that it satisfies the equation of continuity in one dimension.

Find the probability current densrty for a real wave function. (2+2)+1

Define the terms 'stopping potential (76)' and 'threshold frequency (u6)' in the case of

photo-electric effect.

( i) Show that Planck's constant (h) has the dimension of angular momentum.
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(c) (i) Grve the definition of .bincling 
energy (86), of a nucleus.

(ii) ,Hea nucleus has no magnetic moment. Explain.

t"" 
;oJ".[';;':,1Ti::t:"-.il:,*' 

at the rate or 32 x 106 wa*s How many atoms or u-235 do

Assnme that on an average 200 MeV is released per fission.)
(d) what are Einstein coefficients'/ Derive the reration between thern.

Group_C
Answer (,nr flt,o questions:

10x2=20
(a) (i) f reduce planck,s Iaw of radiation.

(ii) A protonisconfinedtoanucleusof 
racl.ius5xr0-sm.Carculatetheminimumuncertarnrv

ir its momentum and also calculate the minimum kinetic energy the proton should hare.T re proton mass is 1.67 x 10-:7 Kg.
6+1

(b) (i) Ertablish the Gei,eer law R x z3 fb
usual meanin-es). 

|r mono-energetic a-particles (the symbols have their

(ii) w tat is Geiger-Nuttal law? State the importance of this law.
(iii) Using semi-empirical bindin-e energy formula, carculate the binding energy of ,ocaao.

4+(1+1)+4
(c) (i) 

ir,fr:lnffrking 
on an operating frequencv of 60 Hz has a stabre orbit of diamerer

the orbit,, O r;;l:*y 
gained per turn and also the final energy if the magnetic field at

2+1+2
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(iii)

(d) (i)

(ii)

(iii)

wh at is a nucrear reactor? what are the essential elements of a nucrear reactor?
Wr te down all possible conservation laws of nuclear reactions. 2+(1+3)+l
Dis.uss the significance of the results of Davisson-Germer experiment.
Whi t are the different natural radioactive series?

Exp. ain, in brief, the construcrion and working principle of (pulsed) Ruby laser.

2+2+(3+3)


